REPAIRING OUR SYSTEM OF CONSTITUTIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY: REFLECTIONS ON THE 150TH ANNIVERSARY OF SECTION 1983

INTRODUCTION

In the long fight for freedom and equality, the crucial first step of protecting rights must be quickly followed by a remedy for violation of those rights. Without accountability, protection of rights and liberty is little more than a paper promise.

One hundred and fifty years ago, Congress passed Section 1983 to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment and ensure that individuals could go to federal court to redress constitutional violations by state and local governments and officials and obtain justice. Enacted in 1871 against the backdrop of horrific state and Ku Klux Klan violence aimed at undoing Reconstruction and a criminal justice system that systematically devalued Black life, Section 1983 gave those victimized by official abuse of power a critical tool to hold state and local governments and their officials accountable in a court of law. It aimed to stop state actors and others from killing, brutalizing, and terrorizing Black people with impunity. Section 1983 sought “to carry into execution the guarantees of the Constitution in favor of personal security and personal rights,” reflecting that, in our constitutional system, “judicial tribunals of the country are the places to which the citizen resorts for protection of his person and his property in every case in a free Government.”

In the text of Section 1983, Congress demanded government accountability, seeking to put an end to the denial of fundamental rights and subjugation of those seeking to enjoy the promise of freedom after centuries of chattel slavery. What is less well known is that Congress explicitly rejected the idea that persons should be exempt from responsibility simply because they held a position of power. Congress modeled Section 1983 on the Civil Rights Act of 1866, a statute that refused to provide any official immunities because that would “place[] officials above the law.” Congress viewed official immunities as akin to the idea “that the King can do no wrong.” This history has not received the attention it deserves.

The accountability Section 1983 sought to achieve has been squelched by the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court has converted a statute designed to open the courthouse doors to those aggrieved by official abuse of power into a statute that bolts the courthouse doors firmly shut, immunizing wrongdoers rather than holding them to account. The respect for enacted text the Supreme Court repeatedly preaches has been missing in action when it comes to Section 1983.

Rather than honoring the language chosen by Congress to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment, the modern Supreme Court has rewritten the law’s text, inventing a host of complex and confusing judge-made doctrines that exalt the interests of public
officials over the fundamental rights of the people they are supposed to protect. Despite the fact that Section 1983 explicitly
gives individuals a right to sue government actors for violating the Constitution, the Supreme Court's modern Section 1983
jurisprudence is more concerned with protecting the police and other government officials from suit than in reining in the
systemic violence, discrimination, and abuse of power visited all too often on the most marginalized in our society.

In recent years, there has been an outpouring of writing chronicling how the Supreme Court invented the doctrine of qualified
immunity and employed it to shield police officers and other state officials from suit for all but the most egregious constitutional
violations. As these critics have argued, qualified immunity leaves a gaping hole in Section 1983, has no moorings in our
constitutional or common law systems of government accountability, and erodes the enforcement of constitutional rights. 6

Indeed, qualified immunity is anything but qualified--it approaches a near-absolute immunity from suit. Qualified immunity
requires dismissal of a suit unless the state or local officer violated clearly established constitutional rights, a standard that has
no basis in the text of Section 1983 or any common law backdrop and ignores the fact that at the time Section 1983 was passed
virtually no aspect of the Fourteenth Amendment was clearly established in the courts. The clearly established law standard is
not self-defining--it could simply be a form of fair notice--but the Supreme Court has construed it to be an almost insurmountable
bar to suit. In practice, unless the plaintiff can point to a prior precedent with practically identical facts, courts insist that the
law 93 is not clearly established. This allows officers to evade accountability and ignores the fact that officers are not taught
or expected to keep up with the latest legal rulings. 7

But qualified immunity is only one part of the story. The problems go deeper. 8 All too often, however, the scholarly literature
fails to attend to the ways the Court's several immunity doctrines work hand-in-hand to undermine accountability across the
board. This Article corrects this omission.

Qualified immunity is just one of four interlocking doctrines that, together, form a system of government unaccountability and
squelch Section 1983's promise of accountability: qualified immunity, absolute immunity, strict limits on municipal liability,
and the exclusion of states from Section 1983. By gutting Section 1983 in a myriad of ways, the Supreme Court has let state
and local governments and their agents violate our most cherished constitutional rights with impunity and left those victimized
by abuse of power without any remedy.

As sweeping as qualified immunity has become, the Supreme Court has held that for some government actors, most notably
prosecutors, qualified immunity is not protective enough. 9 Instead, in the Court's view, prosecutors must be shielded by absolute
immunity when acting as advocates, effectively negating the remedy Congress sought to create in enacting Section 1983.
Prosecutorial abuse of power was a grave concern at the time of the framing of the Fourteenth Amendment, and no court had
recognized prosecutorial immunity from suit when the statute was enacted in 1871. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court created it
out of whole cloth. Like qualified immunity, the absolute immunity accorded prosecutors has no basis in the text or history of
Section 1983 and undermines the rule of law. 10 It means that a prosecutor can withhold exculpatory evidence from a defendant
in violation of settled legal precedents with impunity. Even if prosecutors commit flagrant constitutional violations, absolute
immunity gives them a get-out-of-court free pass.

If individual officers cannot be sued because of judge-created immunities, what about the governmental entity responsible for the
officer? That, too, is off-limits because, in another line of cases, the 94 Supreme Court has invented what has been called local
sovereign immunity. 11 Employers in the private sector are liable for the legal wrongs committed by their employees, but the
Supreme Court has refused to apply this longstanding principle of accountability to municipalities. Instead, local governments,
with few exceptions, cannot be held liable for constitutional violations committed by their officers within the scope of their
duties, even though it is the government entity that authorizes, supervises, equips, trains, and pays the officer who violated
constitutional rights in carrying out their job. The Supreme Court has held that a city can only be held liable if a municipal
“policy or custom” caused the constitutional deprivation, 12 a limitation that appears nowhere in the text of Section 1983 and has
no basis in the statute's history. As Justice John Paul Stevens cogently observed, the policy or custom requirement is “judicial
legislation of the most blatant kind.” 13

The Supreme Court has erected even more barriers to suing states for constitutional wrongs, studiously ignoring how
Reconstruction reshaped our federal system in order to check states that ran roughshod over individual rights. Even though
the whole point of Section 1983 was to alter the balance of power between the states and the federal government and provide
a federal forum when states and localities infringed the Constitution, the Supreme Court has refused to read Section 1983 to
permit suits against the states, turning a blind eye to the statute's obvious purpose of holding states accountable for constitutional
violations. 14

This stark pattern illustrates just how far the Supreme Court has been willing to bend the law to prevent holding the police,
prosecutors, and other state and local officials accountable when they abuse their power. For far too long, the Supreme Court has
stood firmly in the way of efforts to hold state and local governments accountable for even flagrant violations of constitutional
rights, gutting Section 1983's promise and undermining the rights Section 1983 was enacted to protect. By making any remedy
virtually impossible to obtain, the Court has given the police and other government actors an even freer hand to violate
fundamental rights. As a result, the cycle of police violence and prosecutorial abuse of power continues unchecked.

The ball is now in Congress's court. The Supreme Court has been unwilling to reconsider the badly flawed, judicially invented
legal doctrines that have gutted Section 1983. Indeed, during the Supreme Court's current term, the Justices, without receiving
full briefing and *95 holding oral argument, significantly expanded the reach of qualified immunity and suggested that police
officials cannot be sued for using excessive force unless there is a prior Supreme Court precedent with nearly identical facts. 15
The six-three conservative majority is raising the bar to accountability sky high. Lawmakers in Congress can and should do
what the Court will not--sweep away these rotten legal doctrines that have eroded sacred rights and allowed lives to be taken
with impunity.

This Article unfolds as follows. Part I analyzes the text and history of Section 1983, laying out how the Reconstruction Congress
gave individuals a right to go to federal court to redress constitutional violations by state and local actors. The historical record
shows that Congress provided a new federal cause of action to allow civil rights suits to be brought in federal court because far
too often state and local institutions of power worked with the Ku Klux Klan or turned a blind eye toward their racist terror.
Part II examines how the Supreme Court gutted Section 1983's promise of accountability and systemic change. As this review
demonstrates, time and again the Supreme Court has engaged in rank judicial legislation to thwart justice, creating immunities
out of whole cloth that cannot be justified by the text of Section 1983 or any pre-existing legal backdrop. A short conclusion
follows.

I. THE TEXT AND HISTORY OF SECTION 1983

The Fourteenth Amendment was the nation's response to abuses in the South in the wake of the end of chattel slavery and an
attempt to affirmatively guarantee the equality and protections that Black Americans needed to participate fully in American
life and thrive on equal footing. In the aftermath of the Civil War, the South sought to strip Black Americans of nearly every
aspect of freedom, enact new laws to criminalize Black life, and subject Black people to a new form of slavery. 16 In response to
these abuses, the Fourteenth Amendment sought to guarantee true freedom and equality. It sought to vindicate the fundamental
demands of Black Americans newly freed from bondage, *96 who insisted that "now we are free we do not want to be
hunted." 17 The Fourteenth Amendment wrote into our national charter the idea that Black lives matter, seeking to put an end
to indiscriminate state-sanctioned violence against African-Americans. It promised bodily integrity and human dignity to all
regardless of the color of their skin. 18

That promise turned out to be insufficient. In 1871, several years after the Amendment's ratification, Southern intransigence
continued, with states “permit[ting] the rights of citizens to be systematically trampled upon.” 19 The primary impetus for the
passage of legislation to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment was a reign of terror by the Ku Klux Klan that was winked at or
abetted by state and local governments. As Representative David Lowe observed:

While murder is stalking abroad in disguise, while whippings and lynchings and banishment have been visited
upon unoffending American citizens, the local administrations have been found inadequate or unwilling to apply
the proper corrective .... Immunity is given to crime, and the records of the public tribunals are searched in vain
for any evidence of effective redress. 20
The breakdown of the law reached virtually every actor and every part of the state system of civil and criminal justice. As Representative Aaron Perry explained:

Sheriffs, having eyes to see, see not; judges, having ears to hear, hear not; witnesses conceal the truth or falsify it; grand and petit juries act as if they might be accomplices .... [A]ll the apparatus and machinery of civil government, all the processes of justice, skulk away as if government and justice were crimes and feared detection.  

*97 As a result, the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments--what one member of Congress called the “liberty amendments”--were “already a practical nullity where these klans operate.”  

How did Section 1983's cause of action against state and local governments and their officials become part of a civil rights statute aimed at checking the Klan's reign of terror? The answer is simple: Congress sought to hold state actors accountable for violating constitutional rights because, throughout the South, state officials, often acting in league with the Ku Klux Klan, were murdering and terrorizing Black people. The Klan, Michigan Congressman Austin Blair observed, “are powerful enough to defy the State authorities. In many instances they are the State authorities.” Members of Congress described state officials issuing baseless warrants to arrest Black citizens, as well as wanton violence by white police officers in which “men were shot down like dogs in the very portals of the temple of justice without provocation.” Brutal police violence continued unchecked against those seeking to enjoy the Fourteenth Amendment's promise of real freedom.

The systematic denial of fundamental rights merited a remedy. The 1871 legislation--known as the Civil Rights Act of 1871--included a number of provisions aimed at stopping the Klan's terrorism, including establishing civil and criminal liability against conspiracies to deprive individuals of their fundamental rights and authorizing the use of martial law and suspension of habeas corpus to check the lawless violence that plagued the nation. The least controversial, though most enduring, part of the Act--Section 1, now known as Section 1983--opened the door of the federal courts to suits against “[e]very person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State ... subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws.”  

Section 1983's plain import was to “throw[] open the doors of the United States courts to those whose rights under the Constitution are *98 denied or impaired,” affording “an injured party redress in the United States courts against any person violating his rights as a citizen under claim or color of State authority.” The sweeping language Congress employed--holding liable all persons acting under color of state law--had ancient roots in the law: since the thirteenth century, the legal term of art of “color of office” or “color of law” meant abuse of legal authority. Section 1983 targeted both formal legal enactments and the persistent and widespread customary practices that threatened constitutional freedoms. It aimed to remedy violation of constitutionally guaranteed rights, whether it resulted from official state action or state-sanctioned private vigilantism. It sought to prevent and deter constitutional violations and to promote systemic change by holding governments and their agents accountable in a court of law to those they victimized. And the legislators who enacted Section 1983 understood that it would be interpreted broadly to promote its goal of redressing government abuse of power: “This act is remedial, and in aid of the preservation of human liberty and human rights. All statutes and constitutional provisions authorizing such statutes are liberally and benefically construed.”  

The text of Section 1983 does not provide for any governmental immunities. This was a conscious choice. The members of the 42nd Congress insisted that “whoever interferes” with constitutionally guaranteed rights, “though it may be done under State law or State regulation, shall not be exempt from responsibility to the party injured when he brings suit for redress either at law or in equity.” Indeed, Section 1983 was modeled on Section 2 of the Civil Rights of 1866, which created a federal criminal remedy that could not be overcome by a claim of immunity. In debates preceding the enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1866, legislators repeatedly rejected the notion that persons acting under color of law should be entitled to immunity because of their status as officers of the government. This, Senator Lyman Trumbull urged, was “akin to the maxim of the English law that the King can do no wrong.” Senator Trumbull argued that such a claim of immunity improperly “places officials above the law.”  

Section 1983 incorporated this identical remedial framework. As its proponents urged, the 1866 Act “provides a
criminal proceeding in identically the same case as this one provides a civil remedy.” Section 1983 was “carrying out the principles of the civil rights bill” that state officers could not violate constitutional rights with impunity. Section 1983, like the 1866 Act, did not provide any immunities because Congress refused to “place[] officials above the law.”

That the Act provided a broad remedy for constitutional violations by state and local officials unqualified by any immunities was understood by both proponents and opponents of Section 1983. In “the language of the bill,” Senator Allen Thurman stressed, “there is no limitation whatsoever upon the terms that are employed, ... they are as comprehensive as can be used.” Seizing on Section 1983's broad sweep, congressional opponents complained that the provision allowed suit against all manner of state actors and permitted them to be “dragged to the bar of a distant and unfriendly court, and there placed in the pillory of vexatious, expensive, and protracted litigation, and heavy damages and amercements.” The new federal cause of action, they insisted, would disturb the federal-state balance because “contests among citizens under this provision will be numerous” and every state official whether “great or small, will enter upon and pursue the call of official duty with the sword of Damocles suspended over him by a silken thread.” Indeed, as Senator Thurman bemoaned, state judges had already faced federal criminal charges for violating the Civil Rights Act of 1866.

Opponents of the 1871 legislation asked “where is the clause that exempts” state legislators and other government officials from the new federal cause of action Section 1983 created. These pleas were met with a stony silence. The members of the 42nd Congress refused to write into the law any exception to the cause of action Section 1983 afforded to ensure respect for constitutional rights and state accountability. Pervasive state violence and the complete breakdown of justice in the South demanded a bold new set of remedies to vindicate fundamental rights and prevent the subjugation of Black citizens. Section 1983 sought to hold state lawbreakers to account, not permit them to violate fundamental rights with impunity.

II. HOW THE SUPREME COURT GUTTED SECTION 1983'S PROMISE OF ACCOUNTABILITY

The Supreme Court has not respected the text and history of Section 1983, despite the statute's clarity. Instead, it has effectively rewritten the statute, inventing an array of immunities designed to make it easier for government officials to avoid accountability. The Court has treated Section 1983's sparse but plain text as an open invitation to engage in judicial policymaking, rewriting the statute in a host of ways, virtually all designed to close the courthouse doors to those who have been victimized by government abuse of power and negate any deterrent for ending conditions and practices that result in systemic abuses. To be sure, courts sometimes have to fill gaps in a statutory scheme, but doing so requires a sensitivity to the statute's design and Congress's plan in passing it. That sensitivity is wholly lacking in the Court's judicially created immunity doctrines. Rather than acting to fulfill the statute's text, history, and purpose, the Court has created a patchwork quilt of doctrines that do violence to Section 1983's aim of ensuring official accountability. Section A looks at the Supreme Court's qualified and absolute immunity doctrines. Section B then turns to examine the judicially created limits on suits against local governments. Section C examines the exclusion of states from the scope of Section 1983.

*101 A. The Invention of Qualified and Absolute Immunity

The text of Section 1983 is as clear as can be: it makes state officials acting under color of state law liable for constitutional violations and provides no immunities from suit. Rather than heeding this text, the Supreme Court has held that all state officials, in fact, must be accorded a broad immunity from suit. Most have qualified immunity, a sweeping form of immunity that permits holding an official liable only where “existing precedent” was so clear that the “constitutional question” was “beyond debate.” That means that much of the time, constitutional violations go unremedied, justice is denied, and the contours of constitutional rights may remain frozen in place, preventing rights from ever becoming established in the first place. Other government actors, including legislators, judges, prosecutors, and police witnesses have absolute immunity, reflecting the Supreme Court's view that any judicial inquiry “would disserve the broader public interest.” In these contexts, as Justice Thurgood Marshall put it, “the mere inquiry into good faith is deemed so undesirable that we must simply acquiesce in the possibility that government officials will maliciously deprive citizens of their rights.” Through these doctrines, the Court has thwarted official accountability across the board and sanctioned the abuse of power the Fourteenth Amendment was designed to prevent.
Even worse, these doctrines are completely gratuitous. The Court's immunity doctrines are driven by the fear that “personal monetary liability ... will unduly inhibit officials in the discharge of their duties.” But this chilling effect does not in fact exist because of widespread indemnification practices.

In creating these sweeping governmental immunities, the Court has insisted that Section 1983 does not mean what it says and that its rulings simply recognize Congress's failure to displace well-recognized tort immunities existing in 1871. As the Court has repeatedly said, “[c]ertain immunities were so well established in 1871, when [Section] 1983 was enacted, that ‘we presume that Congress would have specifically so provided had it wished to abolish’ them.” This is wrong for three different reasons.

First, the Court's move to treat Section 1983 as a tort statute misses what is at the statute's core: ensuring constitutional accountability. Congress enacted Section 1983 not to provide a remedy for torts--a body of law mostly designed to order private relations between individuals--but for violations of the Fourteenth Amendment's guarantees of fundamental rights and equality, many of which had no obvious tort analogy. As Representative Aaron Perry stressed during the debates over Section 1983, “[a]ll the injuries, denials, and privations,” which demand a federal remedy, “are injuries, denials, and privations of rights and immunities under the Constitution and laws of the United States. They are not injuries inflicted by mere individuals or upon ordinary rights of individuals.” Congress was not concerned with the niceties of state tort law. A federal remedy--the likes of which had never existed previously--was necessary to redress the systematic violation of fundamental rights and utter breakdown of law and order. Congress was not trying to federalize tort law, but to ensure accountability when state officials participated in or condoned racial violence and trampled on fundamental constitutional rights to keep Black people in a state of second-class citizenship. In that context, it is highly unlikely that Congress would have wanted to relegate those victimized by official abuse of power to the remedies available under the common law tort system. In the words of Justice John Marshall Harlan, “[i]t would indeed be the purest coincidence if the state remedies for violations of common-law rights by private citizens were fully appropriate to redress those injuries which only a state official can cause and against which the Constitution provides protection.”

Second, the historical record provides strong support for taking the authors of Section 1983 at their word. Congress sought to provide a framework to ensure constitutional accountability, not to allow constitutional rights to be violated with impunity. Section 1983 provided a mechanism that allowed government actors who actively participated in the Klan's reign of terror or simply looked the other way to be brought to justice in the federal courts. Congress rejected the notion that government officials should be free to violate constitutional rights simply because of their official position. As the debates over Section 1983's precursor illustrate, official immunities prevent enforcement of constitutional rights and undermine the rule of law because they “place[] officials above the law.” The Supreme Court has simply ignored this history, paying no respect to the judgment Congress made in enacting Section 1983.

Third, the Court's official immunity doctrines ignore that Congress wrote Section 1983 against a legal backdrop that recognized the rule-of-law values served by holding government officials accountable for abuse of power. In 1871, government actors were generally strictly liable for violating the legal rights of individuals, even when what was at issue was a common law tort, not a constitutional violation. There were of course some exceptions to this general rule. If a legislature passed a law that violated legal rights, an individual could sue the officials who enforced the law, not those who wrote it. If a judge flouted the Constitution, the remedy was an appeal, not a suit against the judge. But in the mine run of cases, the legal backdrop to Section 1983 promised official accountability, not immunity.

Officials were frequently indemnified by the government for their unlawful acts--much as they are today--but they were not given a free pass to trample on individual rights. What Chief Justice John Marshall had written in *Marbury v. Madison* was still the law:

If one of the heads of departments commits any illegal act, under color of his office, by which an individual sustains an injury, it cannot be pretended that his office alone exempts him from being sued in the ordinary mode of proceeding, and being compelled to obey the judgment of the law.
Marbury did not involve a suit for damages but courts applied the principles it spelled out to hold government actors strictly liable for violating constitutional limits. In other words, at the time of the enactment of Section 1983, officials who violated constitutional limits--whether well-intentioned or not--lacked immunity from suit.

Thus, qualified immunity, quite simply, is a judicial invention that cannot be squared with the text and history of Section 1983, prevents enforcement of the Fourteenth Amendment, turns principles of constitutional accountability on their head, and finds no support in the common law. Even worse, the doctrine is gratuitous because individual officers are virtually always indemnified by the government. A proper Section 1983 jurisprudence would require the Supreme Court to jettison qualified immunity.

The Supreme Court's absolute immunity doctrine makes this state of affairs even worse, condoning even the most flagrant violation of constitutional rights. On its face, absolute immunity seems nothing less than a judicial repeal of Section 1983. How can a statute that gives individuals the right to sue for violations of constitutional rights be construed to mean that certain officials can never be sued for violating the Constitution? There is much to be said for Justice William O. Douglas's view that "‘every person’ ... mean[s] every person" and therefore the text does not license the “creation” of “judicial exception[s]” that permit government actors to maliciously flout the Constitution. But in certain narrow settings, absolute immunities can be appropriate.

There is at least some evidence that the Congress that enacted Section 1983 did not understand the text to permit suits against legislators for passing unconstitutional state laws. In the debates over the Civil Rights Act of 1866, the precursor to Section 1983, Senator Lyman Trumbull suggested that state legislators would not be liable for enacting unconstitutional laws. Under the Act, Trumbull argued, “[t]he person who, under the color of the law, does the act, not the men who made the *105 law” may be held liable. Under this view, legislators cannot be sued for passing an unconstitutional law, but those who are responsible for enforcing those enactments can.

Judicial immunity is harder to reconcile with the text and history of Section 1983 as originally enacted. As Justice Douglas observed in his dissent in Pierson v. Ray, “every member of Congress who spoke to the issue assumed that the words of the statute meant what they said and that judges would be liable.” State judges, like other institutions of power, were all too often either active or passive participants in the Klan's reign of terror. In its modern form, however, Section 1983's text implicitly recognizes judicial immunity. In 1996, Congress overrode the Supreme Court's decision in Pulliam v. Allen, which held that state judges could be sued for injunctive relief for actions taken in their judicial capacity, rejecting the argument that absolute judicial immunity prevented such a suit. Congress provided “that in any action brought against a judicial officer for an act or omission taken in such officer's judicial capacity, injunctive relief shall not be granted unless a declaratory decree was violated or declaratory relief was unavailable.” Given that Congress has recognized a form of judicial immunity in the context of equitable actions--where usually there are no immunities of any kind--scaling back judicial immunity in the context of damages actions is probably a bridge too far.

Both legislative and judicial immunity cohere with the rule of law because they leave alternative remedies available. But the judicially created doctrine of absolute immunity, however, sweeps far more broadly, making it impossible for those victimized by abuse of government power to obtain any redress in a number of circumstances.

The most troubling aspect of the doctrine is absolute prosecutorial immunity, which allows prosecutors to violate clearly established constitutional rights with impunity when acting as advocates. Civil suits, where available, are an essential means of deterring prosecutorial misconduct. Judicial review of criminal convictions rarely provides any deterrence because courts are often loath to overturn criminal convictions simply because a prosecutor committed misconduct. Because of absolute immunity, individuals have no remedy when prosecutors abuse the awesome power they possess. It does not matter how flagrant the constitutional violation. Absolute immunity forecloses all accountability.

The fiction that Section 1983 did not disturb common-law immunities does not provide justification for absolute prosecutorial immunity. Prosecutorial immunity was unknown in the law in 1871. Indeed, nineteenth century courts refused to exempt prosecuting attorneys from liability for malicious prosecution because that would “authorize[e] those who are the most capable of mischief to commit the grossest wrong.” As Margaret Johns has shown, “the common law on the eve of passage of
[Section] 1983” recognized “the well-established tort of malicious prosecution” and provided “no immunity defense to insulate the prosecutor from liability if the elements of the cause of action were proven.” As Johns recounts, “there was not a single decision affording prosecutors any kind of immunity defense from liability for malicious prosecution.” The first American case to recognize prosecutorial immunity was in 1896, a quarter of a century after the passage of Section 1983. And prosecutorial misconduct was one of the abuses of power that led to the Fourteenth Amendment. Absolute *107 prosecutorial immunity prevents enforcement of the Fourteenth Amendment and has no foundation in the common law at the time of the passage of Section 1983.

Despite all this, the Supreme Court in 1976 held that prosecutors cannot be sued for violating an individual's constitutional rights when performing actions “intimately associated with the judicial phase of the criminal process.” What justifies giving prosecutors absolute immunity in this setting? According to the Supreme Court, “[i]f a prosecutor had only a qualified immunity, the threat of suits would undermine performance of his duties.” This is the same line of argument that, according to the Court, justifies giving police officers and other officials qualified immunity. So why should prosecutors have free rein to violate even settled constitutional rights with impunity? The Court has struggled to produce a coherent answer. It has recognized that where prosecutors are merely investigating crime, there is no good reason for giving them anything more than qualified immunity. But where the prosecutor is acting as an advocate, the Court has said, anything less than absolute immunity “would prevent the vigorous and fearless performance of the prosecutor's duty that is essential to the proper functioning of the criminal justice system.”

This allows prosecutors to “strike” not only “hard blows,” but “foul ones” as well. By giving prosecutors absolute immunity, the Supreme Court has given prosecutors a free pass to violate constitutional rights, undermined the integrity of our criminal justice system, and ruined the lives of those wrongly accused of crime. Our justice system cannot, in fact, dispense justice if prosecutors cannot be held accountable when they flagrantly violate constitutional rights, such as by presenting false testimony, coercing witnesses, or hiding exculpatory evidence.

*108 B. Local Government Liability Under Section 1983

When the government authorizes, supervises, equips, trains, and pays an officer who violated constitutional rights in carrying out his or her job, the governmental entity should be held liable in a court of law. To quote now-Judge Nina Pillard, “constitutional violations require state action, and thus the government that made an abuse of its official power possible should ... be held accountable for that abuse.” Because so many constitutional violations are due to organizational conditions that permit official violence and the violation of fundamental rights to flourish, holding the governmental entity liable is a particularly valuable means of vindicating constitutional rights. It signals that the government--not merely a rogue officer-- is responsible for constitutional violations. And it creates an incentive for the government to properly train and supervise its employees and eliminate conditions that lead to a culture of disregard for constitutional rights and other systemic drivers of harm. For these reasons, holding the government accountable “is likely a better agent for spurring systemic changes that may lead to an overall reduction in violations.”

Under longstanding Supreme Court doctrine, however, this means of ensuring constitutional accountability is almost always off the table. The Supreme Court has rewritten Section 1983 to give local governments a form of sovereign immunity. Just as the judicially created qualified and absolute immunity doctrines make it incredibly difficult to sue an individual officer, the so-called “policy and custom” requirement invented by the Supreme Court erects an incredibly high hurdle to suing a local governmental entity for constitutional violations committed by its officials. Like qualified and absolute immunity, this doctrinal limit on suits against local government has no basis in the text and history of Section 1983. The Court simply invented this demanding test out of whole cloth.

Like qualified immunity, the limits on local governmental liability doctrine is gratuitous because widespread indemnification, in practice, means that the government pays when its agents violate constitutional rights. Holding governments liable for constitutional violations committed by their officers aligns with the reality that, on the ground, governments assume responsibility for constitutional wrongs committed by their agents.
In *Monell v. Department of Social Services*, the Supreme Court held that a local government may only be held liable under Section 1983 “when execution of a government's policy or custom, whether made by its lawmakers or by those whose edicts or acts may fairly be said to represent official policy, inflicts the injury” on the individual. Monell did not require the Court to decide whether a local government could be sued for constitutional violations committed by its officials because the case challenged the constitutionality of an explicit city policy. The idea that an official policy was required for municipal liability had not been raised in the lower courts, much less briefed before the Supreme Court. But the Court adopted it anyway, firmly rejecting the idea that local governments could be sued more broadly for constitutional violations committed by their officers. Since Monell, the judicially created “policy or custom” requirement has been repeatedly applied stringently to immunize local governments from liability.

The word “policy” does not appear anywhere in Section 1983, but the Court has seized on the supposed “policy requirement” to throw out of court suits seeking to hold local governments liable for police killings and other state violence, suits to redress a prosecutor's office's deliberate indifference to its constitutional duty to disclose exculpatory evidence, and suits alleging retaliation against government employees for engaging in freedom of speech protected by the First Amendment. It has been decades since the Supreme Court has found that a municipal policy caused a constitutional violation. During that time, the Court has spilled much ink laboring to explain the so-called “policy requirement,” spinning finer and finer distinctions to keep constitutional accountability out of reach.

If a city enacts an ordinance or a mayor takes action that violates constitutional rights, it is easy enough to say that the policy requirement has been satisfied. But outside these circumstances, the Supreme Court has adopted a very crabbed view of municipal responsibility for constitutional violations. The Court's cases take a formalistic approach that focuses on “the actions of those whom the law establishe[s] as the makers of municipal policy,” ignoring that much municipal policy is not made in this fashion. And when the policy in question is a failure to train subordinates about the need to respect constitutional guarantees, the Court has adopted complex rules that effectively doom such claims to failure, insisting that without “stringent culpability and causation requirements,” claims based on training deficits “raise[] serious federalism concerns.” So what began as an inquiry into policy has morphed into one about culpability. Meanwhile the Supreme Court has never held a local government liable based on a municipal custom, even though, as Myriam Gilles has argued, “unwritten codes of conduct among rank-and-file officers” are “the most pervasive force causing the deprivation of constitutional rights on the local level.”

Monell restricts local government liability in a manner fundamentally inconsistent with Section 1983. The main abuses Section 1983 sought to remedy were not unconstitutional regulations adopted by policymakers, but the fact that state and local officials winked at or participated in Klan violence and refused to enforce laws that protected Black Americans from harm. Rather than heeding the statute's text and history, the Court's doctrine prioritizes local autonomy over the statute's goal of ensuring constitutional accountability by remedying and deterring constitutional wrongs.

To justify the “policy or custom” requirement, the Court in *Monell* made two points. Looking to the language of the statute, it first suggested that Section 1983's causation “language cannot be easily read to impose liability vicariously on governing bodies solely on the basis of the existence of an employer-employee relationship with a tortfeasor.” But in 1871, it was well-established that municipalities were persons in the law, and municipalities were regularly held liable for the wrongful acts of their employees in the course of their employment. And where the government makes it possible for its employees to act in ways that violate fundamental constitutional rights, pays them, directs them, equips them, and gives them immense power to inflict harm, it is fair to say that the government has “caused” the individual “to be subjected” to the constitutional violation. The fact that Section 1983 requires a causal nexus between the government action in question and the violation of constitutional rights hardly justifies holding localities unaccountable for constitutional violations committed by subordinate officers.

*Monell* spent little time focusing on the textual point. Instead, it relied principally upon Congress's rejection of the Sherman Amendment, a different part of the 1871 legislation that included Section 1983. It is dangerous for a court to interpret one section of a statute based on Congress's failure to enact a different provision, particularly when the provisions deal with distinct problems. But *Monell* insisted that the “policy or custom” requirement was necessary in light of the rejection of the Sherman Amendment.
The Sherman Amendment--named for its sponsor Ohio Senator John Sherman--sought to make municipalities shoulder the costs of injuries inflicted by Klan violence, requiring localities to “take the necessary steps to put down lawless violence” or face legal liability. 103 There were three versions of the Sherman Amendment. The first sought to make the inhabitants of a municipality strictly liable for injuries caused by Klan violence, whether or not they had taken any action to prevent the *112 injuries. 104 The second version--adopted by a Conference Committee after the House rejected the original Sherman Amendment--imposed strict liability on the municipalities rather than on local property owners. 105 Both versions of the Sherman Amendment were sweeping in their breadth: they imposed liability for injuries caused by “riotous[] and tumultuous[]” mob violence whether or not the inhabitants or the municipality was at fault. 106 Liability attached simply because legal offenses had occurred in the municipality.

The Sherman Amendment, as modified, passed the Senate, but was rejected by the House of Representatives. Opponents stressed two arguments. First, they argued that the Sherman Amendment would have created an unprecedented form of liability. The Amendment, they claimed, would have “create[d] a corporate liability for personal injury which no prudence or foresight could have prevented.” 107 Even if the local government “performed its duty to the utmost,” it could still be held liable. 108 A key part of the problem was that the Sherman Amendment would have made municipalities strictly liable for conduct by third parties they could not control. As Kentucky Senator John Stevenson asked, “[i]s it possible for any city ... to foresee what the midnight incendiary may do, or what bad men may do upon the eve of the election, secretly and clandestinely in combination?” 109

Second, opponents of the Sherman Amendment argued, based on then-binding Supreme Court precedent, that Congress lacked power under the Constitution to impose on localities a new legal obligation to keep the peace. 110 As Representative John Farnsworth declared, the Supreme Court has held that “Congress can impose no duty on a State officer .... Nor can Congress confer any power or impose any duty upon the county or city. Can we then impose on a county or other State municipality liability where we cannot require a duty? I think not.” *113 Ultimately, Congress adopted a much narrower provision, which imposed liability on anyone who could have prevented Klan violence but failed to do so. 112

Monell held that the rejection of the Sherman Amendment foreclosed holding local governments liable for constitutional violations committed by their officials under color of law. According to Monell, “creation of a federal law of respondeat superior would have raised all the constitutional problems associated with the obligation to keep the peace, an obligation Congress chose not to impose because it thought imposition of such an obligation unconstitutional.” 113 This is wrong.

First, Section 1983 did not impose a new legal duty akin to the one that opponents of the Sherman Amendment objected. Rather, Section 1983 provided a legal remedy for enforcing constitutional rights--rights that state and local governments were already under a constitutional duty to respect. Section 1983, hence, did not create any new rights or duties; it simply provided a cause of action to ensure that those victimized by abuse of power could go to federal court to hold government actors accountable for violating the Constitution. 114 Monell erred in suggesting that holding municipalities liable for constitutional violations committed by their officers raised any constitutional issue.

Second, the Sherman Amendment did not involve a form of respondeat superior liability, and nothing in the debate over the Sherman Amendment impugned municipal liability for legal wrongs committed by a city's employees. In 1871, respondeat superior municipal liability--the idea that governments could be held liable for legal wrongs committed by their agents within the scope of their employment--was well established in the law. As David Achtenberg has shown, this rule of governmental liability reflected four ideas which defined the rule and its limits: (1) the legal unity of employer and employee; (2) the employer's legal power to direct and control his employee; (3) the fact that the employer holds out his employees as “careful, competent, and well-intentioned”; and 4) the need to ensure that the benefits and liabilities of the employer-employee relationship were reciprocal. 115 The Sherman *114 Amendment proved so controversial because it departed so significantly from these precepts. It sought to hold localities liable for the conduct of third parties whom they could neither direct nor control, whether or not the local government had notice of impending violence or any means at their disposal to prevent it. 116 In short, the defeat of the Sherman Amendment was based on concerns about the form of liability it would have created, not about municipal liability writ large.

Monell has produced a tortured jurisprudence that undermines Section 1983's goal of constitutional accountability, prevents systemic reform, and mires courts in confusing inquiries. A rule with such deleterious consequences that, in the words of Justice Breyer, “requires so many such distinctions to maintain its legal life may not deserve such longevity.” 117
C. The Exclusion of States from the Scope of Section 1983

The limits on suing state governments for violating constitutional rights are even more stringent. The Supreme Court has held that states are not persons under Section 1983 and cannot be sued under any circumstances. This creates a nonsensical distinction in the law—municipalities can sometimes be sued, while states cannot—and stymies efforts to hold states accountable for flouting constitutional rights.

In *Will v. Michigan Department of State Police,* the Supreme Court held “that a State is not a person within the meaning of [Section 1983],” reasoning that the statute's text reflected no design to alter the constitutional balance of power between states and the federal government. It did not matter that the central purpose of Section 1983 was to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment and to provide a cause of action that allowed persons victimized by abuse of state power to seek redress. That fact, the majority said, “does not suggest that the State itself was a person that Congress intended to be subject to liability.” Thus, state entities can never be sued under Section 1983.

Will's construction of Section 1983 was powerfully shaped by the majority's view of the Eleventh Amendment as a guarantee of state sovereign immunity. Justice William Brennan's dissent in *Will* aptly likened the Eleventh Amendment to a “guest who would not leave” and suggested that “the Eleventh Amendment lurks everywhere in today's decision and, in truth, determines its outcome.” Will turned a blind eye to the fact that the Fourteenth Amendment fundamentally altered our Constitution's federal structure and gave Congress broad enforcement powers to ensure states respected bedrock rights of liberty and equality, reshaping the very meaning of state sovereignty and federalism in the process. As the Supreme Court observed just a few years after the enactment of Section 1983, “[t]he prohibitions of the Fourteenth Amendment are directed to the States .... It is these which Congress is empowered to enforce, and to enforce against State action, however put forth, whether that action be executive, legislative, or judicial. Such enforcement is no invasion of State sovereignty.” Will ignored how the Fourteenth Amendment redrew the federal-state balance to give Congress the power to hold states accountable for violating constitutional protections—authority Congress used to enact Section 1983.

The Congress that wrote Section 1983 did not legislate against a background principle of sovereign immunity. As Katherine Mims Crocker has recently noted, “[a]s things stood when Congress transformed the relationship between the federal and state governments during Reconstruction, the Court had never said that citizens could not sue their own states on the basis of federal question jurisdiction in federal court.” In 1871, “there was no widespread and definitive belief that state sovereign immunity barred cases beyond the Amendment's textual ambit.” Eventually, in *Hans v. Louisiana,* the Supreme Court of the *Plessy v. Ferguson* era would refashion the Eleventh Amendment into a general principle of state sovereign immunity and prevent federal courts from hearing suits by individuals against their home state to vindicate constitutional rights—a holding that has been sharply criticized as “rooted in a pre-Fourteenth Amendment view of the federal courts’ role.” But, at the time of the enactment of Section 1983, the Eleventh Amendment did not stand for any sweeping principle of state sovereign immunity. Thus, as a historical matter, there is no principled basis for severely limiting the reach of Section 1983—a statute passed not to confer immunity on states but to ensure they respected the Fourteenth Amendment's limits—out of respect for the sovereign immunity of states. Excluding states from the scope of Section 1983 undermines Section 1983's raison d'être: to ensure states would be accountable for violating constitutionally guaranteed rights secured by the Fourteenth Amendment.

Will's reading of the statute also ignores that, at the time Section 1983 was framed, states were considered “bodies politic and corporate” and therefore were persons for purposes of federal law. Legal dictionaries at the time explained that the term “body politic,” “[w]hen applied to the government ... signifies the state.” Supreme Court opinions of the era, too, recognized that “[e]very sovereign State is of necessity a body politic, or artificial person.” Indeed, the members of Congress that enacted Section 1983 into law employed this very same usage. The text of Section 1983 does not require excluding states from the reach of Section 1983.

The *Will* Court's sterile textual analysis not only ignored powerful evidence that states were persons under the law, but also turned a blind eye to the transformation Section 1983 wrought. Section 1983 sought to accomplish what no statute had previously contemplated: it opened the courthouse doors to individuals injured by unconstitutional abuses committed by states...
and state actors for the first time in history. As even its opponents conceded, the statute gave federal courts the power to redress constitutional violations committed by state and local *117 governments--“a jurisdiction that may be constitutionally conferred upon it ... but that has never yet been conferred upon it” before that time. 135 To enforce the Fourteenth Amendment, Congress revolutionized the jurisdiction of the federal courts to make certain that the federal judiciary could perform the task of ensuring constitutional accountability by states and state actors. And the term “person” was easily broad enough to include state governments. Will simply ignored the vast ways in which the Reconstruction Congress altered the balance between the federal and state governments to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment's promises of freedom and equality.

CONCLUSION

The Supreme Court's Section 1983 jurisprudence turns principles of statutory and constitutional interpretation on their head. Rather than respecting the text enacted into law by Congress to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment, the Supreme Court has repeatedly rewritten it. It has superseded Section 1983’s plain guarantee that individuals can sue governments and their agents for violating federal constitutional rights with a host of complex and often hard to understand doctrines that all too often provide immunity, not accountability. The result is a litany of doctrines that allow government officials to kill, act brutally, violate fundamental rights, and subordinate the most marginalized in our society, all too often with impunity.

But lawmakers in Congress can change this. Nearly two years after the killing of George Floyd ignited a renewed national focus on police brutality and the failures of justice, our nation's elected representatives have the opportunity and the responsibility to begin repairing our system of constitutional accountability and ensure that our most cherished constitutional guarantees do not merely exist on paper. The only way to fix the long line of immunity doctrines devised by the Court is to end them, and to ensure that those wronged by the government can seek justice in the courts.
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